Preface
It may not be something that often crosses your mind, but coaches and organization leaders have a lot in common.
Both professions require leadership, dedication, commitment and a strong work ethic in order to succeed. Just like
coaches, organization leaders must take on many roles to ensure everybody is working together as a team to achieve
important goals and operations run smoothly.
Over the course of a game, coaches make adjustments regularly, shifting tactics to put their team in position to score
and win. They consult with assistant coaches to get advice on what plays they should run. Organization leaders also
make strategic moves to adjust to constantly changing market forces (SWOT and PEST analysis) and customer
demands.
The brilliance of a good coach is putting the right players in the right positions and creating a team system that uses
each player’s strengths to achieve the best outcomes for the team.
Some players can play any position: they pass well, defend well, and have a big enough boot to score. But no one
player can win a game alone; it takes a team. And it takes a good coach who knows where each player contributes
best. Is the player with the big boot better as a midfielder, where he can make brilliant passes? Or is he better as a
defender, where he can clear the ball? Is the player with the great touch a better striker or center-midfielder?
As a business owner, you have to spend enough time with each employee to know their strengths, their skills, and
what motivates them. This is best done informally. Some owners call it “management by walking around.” Sitting in
your office for eight hours a day may not help you get to know your employees. Rather, you have to be a part of the
alignment process.
The goal alignment process is just one of various HR systems that must work with the other HR systems; rewards,
performance, training, succession, and recruitment. They must work together in the manner that they support each
other. Output from one system becomes input into another. This integration of systems provides system integrity, a
system that is transparent to each stakeholder. When transparency occurs, employees buy in on the decisions that
have been made. When buy in occurs, change agents, whatever they may be will be accepted by the organization.

Training Outcomes and Objectives

Training Outcomes:
By the end of this training, HR professionals will feel:
confident in their knowledge to structure a well defined goal alignment system
confident that they are well-prepared to communicate the integrity and transparency on
the goal alignment system
Confident to manage change agents to align with changes in the HCMP

Training objectives:
By the end of this training, HR professionals will be able to:
state roles, responsibilities and expectations for their involvement in building of a goal
alignment system
understand how each HR system supports the goal alignment system
describe the process for aligning goals and how each HR systems supports the
alignment
choose the technology platform that will best fit the needs of the organization alignment
of goals
launch a goal alignment system while integrating the key HR systems to support it

1x Day Agenda

Minutes
15.00
15.00
30.00

Hour
1.00

Topic
Group introduction
Introduction to Goal Alignment
Interactive Exercise #1 Develop Vision, Mission, Core Organization Behaviors supporting the vision and mission

15.00
15.00
30.00

1.00

What are SMART Goals.
Why metrics are important
Interactive Exercise #2 Develop SMART Goals supporting the vision, mission

15.00

Break [non-educational time]

15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00

1.00

Understanding Horizontal Alignment
Interactive Exercise #3 What are common examples of when horizontal alignment is needed
Understanding the importance of competencies and the Job Profile
Develop competencies supporting SMART goals and core behaviors

15.00
30.00

0.75

Why integrate competencies with 5x HR systems to support goal alignment
Interactive Exercise #4
Write the affects of competencies on each HR system; staffing, compensation,
performance, training, succession.

30.00

Lunch [non-educational time]

15.00
10.00
10.00
25.00

1.00

Interactive Exercise #5
Real-time Performance Management System Pros and Cons
Integration of competencies with HR systems using Technology
Plan for success: What a HR OD system should look like
Interactive Exercise #6
Create flow of an integrated OD system

15.00

0.25
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Goal setting starts with a 50k foot view provided
by your PEST and SWOT analysis

Company vision and mission are formulated from the PEST
and SWOT Analysis
Internal forces
Strengths, Weakness, Opportunity, Threats: Consider the swot of your resources as
they relate to the following:
Management: Does the management possess self Motivation, Determination, Intelligence
and Self Confidence
Manpower availability: Having the people resources required to execute the strategy
Technology: Having the various tools and their associated work processes that enable
employees to understand customers, make decisions, build knowledge and deliver value to
the customer.
Financial strength: The state of the company's finances, makes their payments on time,
and knows how to manage their money.
External forces
Political, Environmental, Social, Technological
Political environment: The political environment of a country is influenced by its political
organizations and influences the business to a great extent.
Economic factors: Consideration must be given to economic growth, interest rates,
exchange rates, inflation rate.
Social: Social factors that affect the demand for a company's products and how that
company operates.
Technology: Technology is always advancing, but learning how to use new technology
while remaining productive can be stressful.

Use the vision and mission to make clear of the
strategic direction
Having a clear vision and mission, and communicating that to
employees—making it part of their day-to-day activities—helps
employees see and understand the impact of their work. With a
vision and mission in place, commonality in behaviors can
easily be achieved. With behaviors that support the mission
and vision, almost anything can be achieved.
To be effective, this mission statement must filter down to all
employees and inspire them to adopt that mission. From here,
goals can be formulated with the belief that behaviors and
resources are aligned with the vision.

Interactive Exercise
Create a company.
Perform SWOT Analysis
Determine its vision and mission.
Determine its strategy and goals.

The power of goals
Organization leaders who can effectively translate the high-level objectives to on-the-ground
activities will have good success in engaging staff! Goals should be ingrained in every area of
your strategic plan.

Your strategy won’t be effective if you don’t have those goals in place and on track. Goals and
the strategic vision have a reciprocal relationship. Plus, if you’re in a re engineering environment,
it will be easier to defend your use of resources or work plan if it links closely to the strategy.
You’ll be able to clearly show that you’re thinking strategically and using resources in a way that
supports the strategy.

Tips to creating goals
Ideally most employees should have two core goals – to function as an
Individual Contributor, and function as a Team Player. When having two
diametric goals, your are able to manage and monitor individual
performance, and key organization behaviors that support the mission
statement.
In today’s environment most employees must be able to share
responsibilities and ownership by working in groups, while also being
able to work independently, using their own ideas and talents. While it
is always important to achieve your goals by getting from point A to
point B, one must not leave a trail of hurt feelings along the way.

Less Is More
There are no universally accepted rules for the ideal number of goals, but a
“less is more” approach helps ensure that the most important work is
prioritized. When burdened with too many competing goals, it becomes
tempting to cherry-pick the ones that are most attainable rather than
prioritizing the ones that matter most.
To help create clarity about objectives, keep goals as short as possible.
Managers should ensure that a manageable number (ie, one to three) of
goals have been assigned to each person.

Goal setting must fit the environment
We all know the importance of having goals is to focus resources towards the achievement of
the vision and mission. However, goals must be set in relation to the competitive environment.
In stable, predictable environments, it makes sense to set goals that are specific and measurable.
For instance, some markets, such as retail, grow with gross domestic product (GDP) and follow
relatively predictable trends. Thus, a company like Coca Cola Inc. can plan out a multiyear
strategy in its core categories.
In more dynamic and uncertain environments, however, SMART goals can be problematic. It’s
hard to manage to specific, time-based targets when demand, technology, business models, and
competitor sets are incessantly shifting. In such cases, companies need a goal setting process to
fit the work environment.

Use metrics to drive and measure goals
We all want to accomplish the objectives. But setting goals that are too specific in a
changing environment is going to make it difficult to accomplish them. It’s also going to
be difficult to measure how you are doing. The best approach is to set goals that follow
the direction of the objective, then develop metrics and sub tasks.
Metrics and tasks are a good way to monitor the short term progress of goals in fluid
work environments. However metrics and tasks should always be closely tied to your
primary objective. The key point is to choose metrics and tasks that clearly indicate
where you are now in relation to your goals. The purpose of
metrics and tasks is to breakdown goals into meaningful
action items that make clear the
direction of its goal and to measure
its progress.

Use metrics and tasks when primary goals can be
seen as subjective and nebulous.
For example:
Goals for an Executive Administrative Assistant:
“Provide customer service excellence”
Metrics:
Answer phones within 3 rings
Respond to customer inquiries within 24 hours
Route calls to appropriate departments
Submit reports in a timely manner

Metrics can be assigned as the need arises while maintaining the direction of the goal.

While it is important that goals cascade from the
board room….

… to the stock room,
feedback is just as
important.

Bottom up communication
What most companies fail to do is to allow bottom up communication,
not giving employees the opportunity to give their feedback on the
goals assigned to them. Bottom up communication helps employees to
express their requirements, ideas, and feelings. For the top
management, bottom up communication is an important source of
information for business decisions. It helps in alerting top management
about the requirement of changes in the organization. Bottom up
contribution is the core contributor of business process reengineering in
many organizations.

What Bottom up communication can reveal

Whether the employee posses the adequate talent and skills to achieve
their goals
Is the technology infrastructure adequate to achieve their goals
Is there adequate flow of information to achieve their goals
Are the resources available to achieve their goals
Are there dependencies, and can management provide them

The importance of Horizontal Alignment

In order for organizations to achieve an effective execution of their strategy, all their pieces
need to be aligned. To maximize this alignment, companies need to work on different levels.
Through vertical alignment, the top objectives are cascaded all the way through the
organization towards each employee. By working through horizontal alignment, business
units maximize synchronization with each other for effective strategy execution.
Horizontal alignment happens when different teams are all working towards one common
goal. If your teams aren’t united around this goal, then efforts are being wasted because
there is little to no collaboration.
When teams are misaligned, there’s also a good chance that there are redundant processes
taking place and conflict over limited resources.
Without horizontal alignment , the vision and mission statement may come under scrutiny.

Supporting the Goal Alignment system
The goal alignment system must be supported by other HR systems; job
profiles, performance, training, rewards, and succession planning.
Although goal alignment is designed to set clear line of sight to the
company’s vision, however “standards” if not consistent will cause the
alignment to fail. For example, organizations often hire to one standard, train
to another standard, and manage performance to still another standard,
none of which support the organization’s strategic direction. This is because
many HR systems are created, implemented and managed in silos. As a
result, neither management nor employees see a connection between the
systems; they appear to be randomly designed systems. From top
management’s perspective, HR systems do not appear to support the
organization’s strategic direction. (No wonder so many executives fail to see
HR as a strategic partner.)

Supporting the Goal Alignment system
Further, many reward and recognition systems fail to adequately and
appropriately pay tribute to the behaviors that contribute to the
accomplishment of the organization’s annual goals and the organization’s
strategic direction.
One of the best ways to achieve inter-relatedness between HR systems is
through the use of competencies from job profiles. A competency is a
behavior, knowledge, skill, or capability that describes the expected
performance in a particular work context (e.g., job, function). When they are
appropriately developed, they are the standards of success that support the
strategic plan, vision, mission, and goals of the organization.

The Job Profile is the DNA for the Right Fit

The nature of today’s job profile should
reflect the competencies required to
achieve the job. The probability of
achieving the goal can be traced back
to the employee’s job profile.

Typical components of a Job Profile
Scope: How the job fits in the company

Activities: Functions that the jobholder performs to

as a whole.

meet the job's responsibilities.

Discretion: Able to exercise

Tasks: Specific activities that jobholders perform

independent judgment

to accomplish larger duties and responsibilities.

Level of Interaction: Other employees

Knowledge: Knowledge of current

with whom the candidate must interact

trends in the specific field.

Job Complexity: Analyze situations,

Abilities: The physical requirements and physical

evaluate alternatives, and implement
solutions within standards (where applicable).

demands of the job.

The Job Profile is the common denominator that
links together each HR system
The power of integration is the
utilization of Job Profiles to
integrate five HR systems on the
same plane.
The purpose of this integration is
to tear down each HR system
from their silos* and combine
them into one collaborative
system.
*A functional silo is each HR system acting more as an
independent entity versus a component of a much larger system
in spite of the fact that numerous HR activities and data needs
overlap.

Closed Loop System

In an integrated system driven by Job Profiles, output from one system is the input to another. This
flow of information from system to system provides a multitude of benefits.
Forces the Job Profile to be continuously evaluated against the achievement of goals assigned
The same standard used in staffing is the same standard used to measure performance and so on.

Examples of output from one system is input into
another:

Staffing, Talent Acquisition
When you have a well written job profile that reflects the knowledge,
skills, abilities and minimum qualifications of the job, you're able to
develop job related questions to effectively recruit. Questions can be
weighted, and responses can be ranked from each candidate. Simple
calculations of the response rating multiplied by weight can give the
manager objective guidance to the most qualified candidate.
Competency-based (or behavioral-based) interviews are excellent ways
to consistently identify competent to high performers, increasing the
likelihood of making a good hire.

Rewards
Most companies have a variety of recognition methods, with a compensation system being common
across all organizations. If an organization is going to hire and review performance against the
competency model, it follows that any reward or recognitions –including salary increases –should be
based on performance against the competency model.
Methods that do not tie salary increases directly to the
level of proficiency shown by the employee fail to support
the organization’s contention that the competencies are
the modes to individual and organizational success.
Recognition should visibly tie the use of a competency
– or multiple competencies – to successful achievement
of the employee’s goals. Failure to tie recognitions to
the competency model sets up a diametrically opposed
set of standards. This forces the employee to decide
whether to – and when to – focus on the competencies
versus the other perceived methods for receiving
formal/informal recognition.

Training
Of all the HR systems, training and development is the one that is most often the least linked
to other systems and to the organization’s strategic direction. In a time where training dollars
are short, organizations can no longer afford to provide “feel good” or “nice to have”
developmental opportunities. Failure to link training to the organization’s strategic direction is
probably one significant reason that it is often the first thing cut when organizations experience
financial crises. Curriculum which are tied to competencies provide the opportunity for
employees to receive “need to have” training that will provide
them with the skills necessary to demonstrate specific
competencies to the required level.
On an individual basis, competencies allow for an individual
assessment of skills – for the person’s current or a future
position – to required competencies, resulting in a gap analysis.
Once the gap is determined, a training plan can be developed, either
through an individual development plan or through the performance
management process, to address the competency gaps.

Succession Planning
Succession planning used to be easy: the CEO decided who would be slotted into what position
based on hunches, instincts, intuition and, quite often, politics. Done well, succession planning
isn’t that easy today. Having – and consistently monitoring, modifying and updating a succession
plan – is probably one of the most important components of building an organization capable of
achieving its strategic plan and goals. Successful organizations use succession planning to develop
strong current and future leadership by identifying and addressing the competencies required for
today's – and tomorrow’s – business environment. Competencies blend in well to virtually any
approach that a company takes to succession planning.
Using the identified competencies, qualified personnel are able to assess identified high potential
employees against the competencies to determine the skill gap using tools such as 360 degree
feedback tools, in-basket exercises, and interviews. Competencies can be a powerful tool for
organizations when they are used to link HR systems together and link
employees, through those systems, to the organization’s strategic
direction. When competencies become part of the organization’s
vernacular and permeates multiple systems and processes,
the organization is sending a strong, consistent message to
its employees in terms of what is required for individual and
organizational success. At that point, competencies have
become the road to individual and organizational success.

Performance Management
“If you don’t measure, you can’t manage!”

Competencies from job profiles can be incorporated into the company’s performance
management process so that performance is being measured against the competencies that
have been determined to be critical for success (and against which
candidates were interviewed and hired). By linking the interviewing
and selection process to the performance management process
through competencies, you are hiring people to the competencies
that are critical for individual and organizational success and then
evaluating their performance to those same competencies.

The importance of real time evaluation
To survive and succeed, companies must be prepared for change.
Some changes and may involve changing goals, and action plans, but
regardless of what changes are necessary, job profiles must be
utilized to initiate change management.

Real time Performance Management
If there is no coach that would wait until the end of the game to
tell the players what they could have done better, then why would
a manager wait until the end of the year to tell their employees
what they should have done differently to have done a better job?
The annual performance review process at the end of the year is
becoming more and more counter-productive in a fast moving
environment. Companies can no longer afford to wait until “next
year” to get the best out of their employees.

The benefits of real time performance management
 Good behavior and performance can be immediately praised,
thereby encouraging the momentum to continue.
 Bad behavior and performance can be corrected immediately
before it impacts the organization.
 Builds stronger relationships between the employee and manager
because it encourages ongoing feedback throughout the year.
 No surprises at the end of the review period. Employees always
know where they stand at all times.
 Continuous feedback is one of the major reasons employees feel
disengaged from the organization.

Advantages with an integrated approach
With an integrated approach using job profiles and their competencies to drive the HR systems,
every employee benefits in that they are:
Provided with the standards for success in their position
Provided with the basis for performance-related discussions with their managers
Better able to self-assess their performance throughout the year
Provided with the information they need to proactively pursue the skills they need to be
successful in their current position and be a stronger candidate in positions to which they aspire.
Provided with objective descriptions of the skills needed for individual success.

Managing Change with Technology

Change Is Constant

Not if, but when change occurs, it is likely that your organization’s
HCMP may need to acquire new skills to meet those changes.

If you get into the habit of continually and consciously evaluating
your HCMP, you will be able to move quickly and effectively to meet
and adjust to these changes.

Manage Change With Technology
A common failure for companies is not having an adequate system
to implement any changes as the result of the SWOT and PEST
analysis.

The business environment is dynamic in that it keeps on changing
whether in terms of technological improvement, shifts in consumer
preferences or entry of new competition in the market.
These changes must be manage with a plan. If not managed in real
time, unpreparedness is disruptive to an organization.

The importance of technology to deliver information
Organizations must rely on technology to manage real time flow of information.
With technology, managers are able change and communicate important data to
their employee in real time. Real time and 24/7 accessibility is what technology
can offer above previous paper-based systems

Technology is the Solution to manage change
Employees need a active system in which they can view their job profiles and keep
up to date with changes in the required skills as their job evolves. With technology
everything can be current and employees have immediate access to their job
profiles, goals, metrics, performance standing, and training plans at all times.

Get the most out of technology with careful
planning and thought.

Keep technology simple and to align with the organization’s
culture
Ensure the technology you use serves the purpose
Keep the technology as objective whenever possible
Use technology as a journal to record critical incidents
Ensure the technology promotes integrity

Promote transparency and integrity will follow
The purpose of using technology is to streamline documentation processes. It
should never serve the purpose as a replacement of real time discussions
between employee and manager nor used a primary method to communicate
with the employee.
Whenever possible, the most effective and powerful way
to interact is in person. You can’t replace looking someone
in the eyes to discuss how their performance is really
progressing.
Face-to-face communication also builds trust and
minimizes the possibility of misunderstandings and
misinterpretation. Vocal tones, and body language can
enhance discussions and make clear the message.

Conclusion

Goal alignment is a double edge sword. The spectrum of its benefits can vary
from one end to the other. In most cases when used haphazardly, randomly, and
without thought or plan, employees and managers will be the first to notice the
disconnect. When this happens disengagement sets in and it becomes difficult
to initiate any change at all.
True goal alignment must include both vertical and horizontal alignment. One
without the other creates silos. Teams across the organization will scrutinize the
vision and mission and all efforts to achieve any objective becomes a struggle
for limited resources.
There are many ways to achieve alignment, and organizational leaders must
work with HR to guide the organization through the land mine of choices.
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Interactive Exercise #1
Write an organization’s vision statement

Vision Statement: Focus on the future.
What definitive impact do I want my trade name to have on my industry/world?
How will my trade name finally interrelate with customers/clients?
A vision statement should be concise. Your organization must be able to quickly repeat it and understand it.

Exercise:
Widget Systems is an OEM for high availability internet switches. The switches allows the client systems to communicate with each other with zero
latency. The internet switches are high availability functioning 24/7 in extreme environments. Today’s demands on industrial switch technology
require intelligent, cost-optimized products that are suitable for rugged environments and ensure longevity. The product is for industrial use serving
the telecommunication, agriculture, home land security, and aerospace industries.

Exercise: Write a vision statement.
Examples:
American Express
“At American Express®, we have a mission to be the world’s most respected service brand. To do this, we have established a culture that supports
our team members, so they can provide exceptional service to our customers.”
IKEA
“At IKEA our vision is to create a better everyday life for the many people. Our business idea supports this vision by offering a wide range of welldesigned, functional home furnishing products at prices so low that as many people as possible will be able to afford them.

PepsiCo
“PepsiCo’s responsibility is to continually improve all aspects of the world in which we operate – environment, social, economic – creating a better
tomorrow than today. Our vision is put into action through programs and a focus on environmental stewardship, activities to benefit society, and a
commitment to build shareholder value by making PepsiCo a truly sustainable company.”

Interactive Exercise #1
Write an organization’s mission statement

Mission Statement: Focus on the present.
Your mission statement explains what your business must do day-to-day to make your vision statement a reality. It is practical and rooted in the
present. Any time you wonder, What should I do today? or How should I act today?, you can turn to your mission statement for guidance.
Mission statements tend to be customer-focused, so another way of asking the question is: “What must I do for my customers to make this vision a
reality?”
The mission statement should have 5 components: markets, technology, concern for survival, public image and employees.

Write a mission statement that supports your vision statement.

Example of a mission statement:
Pepsico mission statement
Our mission is to be the world's premier consumer products company focused on convenient foods and beverages. We seek to produce financial
rewards to investors as we provide opportunities for growth and enrichment to our employees, our business partners and the communities in
which we operate.

Interactive Exercise #2
Write an organization’s strategy, goals, and
objectives

A strategy is a statement of your approach to achieving your goals. Your vision, mission, and values play an important role in developing your
business strategy. They provide the framework for generating and screening strategic options. They provide an organizational identity and
understanding of business directions.
The business strategy can be viewed as how you will use your mission to achieve your vision. Strategies are critical to the success of an
organization because this is where you begin outlining the plans and actions to accomplish your goals.

Goals are conditions to be achieved in the future. They must be defined consistent with your vision, mission, and strategic directions. Goals guide
your decisions and actions. However, they usually do not involve measurable results, and therefore, do not change as often as objectives.

Using your vision and mission statement, write 3x SMART goals that align with your statements.

Interactive Exercise #3
Write and discuss examples of horizontal
alignment within an organization

Horizontal alignment is defined as the cross and intrafunctional alignment and coordination of efforts between divisions at the same level.
Vertical alignment is primarily driven by repeatedly communicating an integrated Business and strategy down into the organization, and
translating it at each organizational layer into the language, responsibilities, values and challenges at that level. Horizontal alignment is primarily
driven by cooperation between Business on integrating the strategy, on developing and agreeing on performance measures and on sharing
responsibilities.

List 4x common examples where horizontal alignment should exist between cross functional organizations.
Explain why the alignment would best serves the organization’s mission statement

Interactive Exercise #4
Write organization competencies supporting
vision, mission, strategy, goals, and objectives

The fundamental requirements for building a high performance organization - the vision, mission, strategy, goals and objectives must be supported
by organizational core competencies and behaviors that align and foster the organization’s culture. One without the other leads to mediocre
performance.
The point is this - if you don’t have core competencies and behaviors aligned with the vision, you won’t be able to effectively execute your strategy in
a sustainable way. At the same time, if you don’t have the focus and direction of a vision and mission, you won’t be able to define your core
competencies and behaviors.
One of the strengths of competency models is that they are often linked to the business goals, strategies, and vision of the organization.
Additionally, competency models provide insight into core competencies that are common to multiple jobs within an organization.

Write 5x competencies that will align with your vision, mission and statements. They should be measurable
patterns of knowledge, skill, abilities, behaviors, and other characteristics that an individual needs to perform
work roles functions of the their job. These competencies should be appropriate to other functional
competencies.

Interactive Exercise #5
Discuss how competencies drive each of the 5x
HR system; staffing, compensation,
performance, training, succession.
In many organizations, the connection between HR systems is, at best, nebulous. As a result, organizations often hire to one standard, train to
another standard, and manage performance to still another standard, none of which support the organization’s strategic direction. This is because
many HR systems are created, implemented and managed in silos. As a result, neither management nor employees see a connection between the
systems; they appear to be randomly designed systems.
From top management’s perspective, HR systems do not appear to support the organization’s strategic direction. (No wonder so many executives
fail to see HR as a strategic partner.)
Further, many reward and recognition systems fail to adequately and appropriately pay tribute to the behaviors that contribute to the accomplishment
of the organization’s annual goals and the organization’s strategic direction. One of the best ways to achieve inter-relatedness between HR systems
is through the use of competencies.

Describe how competencies can drive each of the 5x HR systems.
Answer:
The competency model when used in:

Interactive Exercise #6
Develop flow diagram of an OD system

Technology changes the way organizations and its managers engage with their employees with respect to communicating and monitoring goals,
performance, compensation, training, and succession planning. Used well, technology makes HR practices more efficient. When used poorly, it can
get in the way of optimizing employee productivity. Good technology can maximize the benefits of employee engagement and minimize the problems.

Background:
A few star employees quit. During the employee exit interview, here are the responses for the reason for the move.
1). I worked hard and successfully implemented a lot of good methods that streamlined current processes, yet my pay is lower than my current co
worker who was just recently hired 2 months ago, and doesn’t do nearly what I accomplish. I thought this would change, but my manager told me HR
said I need to wait until annual reviews.
2). I was told my performance was lagging during my last performance review. If I knew what I needed to improve on, I would have done something
about. However, nothing was said to me, nor was any support given to me to improve my performance.
3). I don’t like the idea I was required to spend several hours in training that I didn’t see beneficial to my job. However, I do want training in MS
Access and Advanced Excel to help me with my reports and data management, but my manager said there is no more training budget because it was
spent on other training.
4). My manager gave me a goal to keep several extra critical parts in inventory that have a 22 week lead time. But I need support from sales to give
me forecast so I can plan my inventory accordingly. The Sales department refuse to take my goals seriously, they tell me they’ll get to it when they
have time. I think I’m being set up to fail.

Design a flow diagram of a HR application that would mitigate the above from occurring.

Please send your test answers to:
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Include your first and last name, certificate ID, and your credential type
(SPHR, PHR, GPHR, etc.) Include this activity ID as: #390753
Successful completion of this program entitles you to 5x general HRCI
credits.
Comprehension within each exercise must be demonstrated to receive the full credits. No partial
credits are awarded.
The exercises have been designed to measure your comprehension with competency modeling.
Which means HR systems can’t perform alone and therefore must integrate with each other to
create a robust OD system. For example, a compensation system that rewards its employees with
no basis to support its decisions can be seen by employees as baseless. Or assigning training plans
without understanding the intended outcome, and how the outcomes align with the employees
goals, and organizational goals can be seen as wasteful resources, and wasted time for the
employee.

